The goal of this paper is to present a new massively parallel virtual machine model, designed for parallel and high performance computing on distributed systems. The proposed model allows us to build a polymorphic grid computing assigned to solve fine grained parallel problems over different well known, SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data), SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data), MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data) ) and MPMD (Multiple Program Multiple Data) machine structures. This model is built using dynamic distributed Virtual Processors Units (VPU). Each VPU corresponds to a mobile agent deployed in a physical processing unit. Each physical processing unit is assigned to a node of the considered distributed system. These units may be heterogeneous machines, they are characterized by their physical performance indices. The proposed model is able to include different computing unit technologies, such as supercomputers, simple desktop or smart phones etc. The VPUs are designed to communicate with each other asynchronously by exchanging, in local or remote manner, the ACL messages (Agent Communication Language) containing data, instructions or any task to be performed. In this model a special agent is designed to represent the host of the parallel virtual machine and to manage the following activities: the life cycle of the VPUs, the load balancing control and the parallel programs to run. In this model VPUs can also use a virtual shared memory represented by hierarchical mobile agents. All the properties offered to the proposed model, are easily designed thanks to the flexibility and the mobility of the multi agent systems. This leads to a strong computation model for high perform- 
Introduction
Pervasive computing applications need more processing power and availability of storage resources and computing. In the recent decade, the analysis tools of the computation methods and their technological computational models have known a very high level of progress. This progress has oriented the scientists toward new computation strategies based on parallel approaches. Due to the huge volume of data to be processed and to the large amount of computations needed to solve a given problem, the basic idea of the parallel computing is to split tasks and data so that one can easily perform their corresponding algorithms concurrently on different physical computational units. Naturally, the use of the parallel approaches implies important data exchange between computational units. Subsequently, this generates new challenges on data exchanging and communications. To manage these communications, it is important to exam how the data in query are organized. This examination leads to several parallel algorithms and several corresponding computational models. Actually, we distinguish several computing models starting from a single processor until the massively fine grained parallel machines having a large amount of processing elements interconnected according to several topological networks. Indeed, the analysis of the performance enhancement in terms of processing ability and execution speed must take into account the data types and their pointer management problem. The need of the new architectures and the processor efficiency improvement has been excited and encouraged by the VLSI development. As a result, we have seen the new processor technologies (e.g. Reduced Instruction Set Computer "RISC", Transputer, Digital Signal Processor "DSP", Cellular automata etc.) and the parallel interconnection of fine grained networks (e.g. Linear, 2-D grid of processors, pyramidal architectures, cubic and hyper cubic connection machines, etc.). Several parallel architectures were created to solve parallel problems. In the past decade some simple grids of cellular automata have been created. Due to some technological enhancements, the cellular automaton became a fine grained processing element and the resulted grid became the well known mesh connected computer MCC [1] . Using some additional communication Buses, the MCC became the mesh with multiple broadcast [2] and polymorphic torus [3] . Finally, the reconfigurable mesh computer (RMC) integrates a reconfiguration network at each processing element [4, 5] . Recently, the graphical processing unit "GPU" architectures [6, 7, 8] that are largely used for graphical parallel computing, are introduced as the most feasible structure to represent some parallel architectures for more complicated problems. The theorists innovate more and more by imagining new parallel machines having well adapted topologies to specific problems. These innovations lead to new algorithms for high performance calculation. Unfortunately, the technology is not able to follow the scientist's imaginations. Due to the unavailability or to the high cost of this kind of real parallel machines, we conclude that creating emulators for these architectures is the first good way to test and validate the parallel algorithms on serial machines. In this context, the realization of an emulator for SIMD parallel machines has been the first exploited model in our research works [9] , [10] , [11] and [12] . This emulator has been of great use to elaborate, validate and test new parallel algorithms without need the real parallel machines. However, it is clear that emulating a parallel machine on a single processor machine do not introduce any enhancement in terms of performance at runtime. It is therefore necessary to look for other ways to achieve these emulated parallel applications in a real environment that offers a high performance gain. The parallel and distributed systems have become a natural solution for different types of environments [13] . In such systems many middleware have been designed and used to build grid computing. Subsequently, new challenges appear, such as load balancing and fault tolerances. The quality and performance of a grid computing depend on the performance of the machines used in its nodes, the interconnection networks and mainly the quality of the associated middleware. Researchers intensify their efforts to find new solutions and new high-performance middleware having new innovative features to improve the performance of parallel virtual machines based on grid computing. Another aspect in term of high performance computing is related to the load balancing problem. Indeed, several load balancing algorithms have been designed for distributed systems [14] [15] [16] [17] . In the distributed systems, tasks progress is viewed as a dynamic process that can be sometimes unpredictable. This means that the state of load at each node cannot be static. So, a dynamic load distribution process is necessary. In this way, as an example, the diffusion algorithm [18] is based on collecting information about nodes of the system. The communication policy, used in this collection procedure, can have a negative impact on the convergence speed of the load balancing algorithm. In the diffusion algorithms [19, 20, 21] , authors used a method that involves a domain based collecting information from each group of nodes, where each group corresponds to a domain. This method tries to balance loads in each domain. It acts naturally by the fact that excess loads must be transferred to under loaded nodes in their respective domains, in order to reduce the communication costs. To move the loads in a distributed system the authors have used in [22] a mobile agent, which migrates loads from overloaded nodes to under loaded ones, but they consider that all the grid nodes are homogeneous. In this paper, we present a new model of a virtual massively parallel machine, assigned for parallel and distributed high performance computing systems. This parallel virtual machine allows us to build an extensible polymorphic computing grid used to solve fine grained parallel problems. This model is built using distributed Virtual Processors Units (VPU). Each VPU is a mobile agent deployed in a physical processing unit. The physical processing units of the distributed system nodes can be heterogeneous machines; they may be supercomputers, simple desktops, smart phones, etc. Some parallel algorithms are implemented on the realized machine to assess the model and show how it may be feasible and effective in the high performance computing domain. This paper is organized as follows: In the second section we will describe the architecture and the functional aspect of the designed parallel virtual machine. The third section is devoted to the main software components of the proposed model using some illustrative figures and their UML class diagrams. These components correspond to the Virtual Processor Unit (VPU) and the virtual shared memory components that are associated to synthesis the global parallel virtual model. The fourth section describes shortly the load balancing process designed for this model. Some obtained results by performing an application example of parallel algorithms on the proposed model are presented in section V. The finale section gives some concluding remarks and perspectives of this work.
Parallel Virtual Machine Architecture
Before giving details of the different parts of the designed polymorphic model, an overview of its functional and technical architecture is necessary. Thus, the proposed massively parallel virtual machine model is viewed as a distributed computing system. It is mainly composed of a set of n virtual processor units (VPUi (i=1...n)). Each VPUi is a mobile agent of performance index Pi(t) at a given iteration time t when it is deployed in a physical processing unit Ni. At each node, the processing units may be heterogeneous machines. Each VPUi is designed to perform basic tasks and other processing procedures on data items. Each task should be assigned to a VPU. The VPUs can communicate with each other asynchronously by exchanging ACL messages (Agent Communication Language). In the proposed machine, the life cycle of VPUs, the load balancing task and the parallel programs, are managed by a special agent named Virtual Host Agent (VHA). It represents the Host of the parallel virtual machine. It is an agent that is responsible to launch the execution of the parallel programs by distributing data and tasks to the deployed VPUs in the nodes of the proposed system. At the same time, the load balancing task is generated and launched to distribute, efficiently, loads to different nodes of the system. The corresponding agent to this task, must communicate with other agents named Performance Node Collector Agents (PNCA). Each PNCA is deployed in a node to collect, at runtime, the performance node. At runtime, the VPUs can migrate from one node to another in order to move loads from overloaded nodes to under loaded ones. Figure 1 shows the physical structure of a parallel virtual machine based on the four nodes N0, N1, N2 and N3. The VHA agent is arbitrarily deployed in the node N0. In this example, the deployed application has created a parallel virtual machine of 24 VPUs, distributed over the four nodes according to a given topology. In this figure we show that in each node a special agent for the Performance Node Collection (PNCA) is deployed to provide, to the VHA, the information about loads of these nodes. In this parallel virtual machine model, the VPUs can be interconnected through their ports in order to exchange data inside their neighborhoods. (6 x 6). This machine has 36 virtual processing units VPU(i, j) (i=0...5 and j=0...5) which are deployed in 4 physical processor machines of the realized virtual system. In this configuration, we assume that these 4 physical processors have the same performance index P. Each VPU is connected to its four VPUs neighbors, if they exist, by its North, South, East, and West communication ports. All the VPUs can use their own internal memory components and can share a component memory represented by a distributed memory agent. Each VPU of the virtual machine has its virtual arithmetic and logic unit, its virtual internal registers and its virtual internal memory. All the VPUs can share a distributed memory that is represented by the special hierarchical memory agents. The proposed Massively Parallel Virtual Machine is viewed as a grid computing which is assigned to perform parallel programs according to the different parallel structures (SIMD, SPMD, MIMD, or SPMD). To belong to the corresponding grid, any physical computer machine must deploy an agent container, named Node Manager Agent Container (NMAC), which is based on a specific middleware of multi-agent systems. In this paper, we present the results of an implementation of this parallel virtual machine model, based on the JADE [26] middleware. To stand up this machine, all the NMAC agents must be connected to a special node named Main Node Manager Agent Container (MNMAC) to be part of the multi-agent platform. Figure 3 shows the used standard model of an agent platform as defined by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [27] . In this platform, the Agent Management System (AMS) is the one that supervises the access and the use of the Agent Platform. Only one AMS will exist in a given platform where it provides a white-page and a management life-cycle services. Each agent must be registered inside an AMS in order to get a valid AID. The Directory Facilitator (DF) is the agent that provides the default yellow page service in the platform. The message transport system, called Agent Communi-
cation Channel (ACC), is the software component controlling all the exchanges of messages within the platform, including remote messages to/from platforms. In the proposed virtual machine model, each deployment is associated to a specific Virtual Host Agent (VHA). This latter is responsible to build the parallel virtual machine. To do so, the VHA starts by initializing the load balancing system to determine the performance index of each physical node. Then, it proceeds by deploying, over the platform nodes, the required VPUs for a given parallel application. This VHA is also assumed to distribute elementary data and parallel tasks to the VPUs. During the program execution of the parallel application, the load balancing system is reconfigured by setting up its parameters. Therefore, in order to keep a balanced load in the system, the VHA agent must ask some VPUs to migrate from the overloaded nodes to the under loaded ones. Also, it must deal with conventional operations of parallel and distributed systems such as the synchronization of parallel tasks, managing life cycles of other components, nodes monitoring, logging and load balancing in different grid nodes, etc.
Parallel Virtual machine components

Virtual Processing Unit (VPU).
In Figure 4 , we show two physical machine nodes N1 and N2. Each machine has its own standard hardware components (CPU, RAM, ROM, HDD etc.), classical software (BIOS, OS, JVM) and our software solution for parallel virtual machine. Both machines are assumed to be connected by a conventional network. In the first physical machine at node N1, two VPUs are deployed, while the third one is deployed in the second machine at node N2. The three VPUs are connected together through their ports. In this figure, we show that the communication between VPU01 and VPU02 is established using their local ports. While the communication between VPU02 and VPU03 is established using their remote ports. Each VPU is a virtual software entity that represents one of the main components of our parallel virtual machine. In addition to its standard components as listed above, we propose to offer to a VPU a set of useful internal registers from which we distinguish: -Identifier Registers: Used to store the location coordinates of VPU according to the chosen topology. In the 2D Mesh case, we define: iReg and jReg registers to save row and column index of the VPU in a given matrix (n x m). -Data Registers : Like any CPU, the VPU must use its data registers to perform arithmetical and logical operations. To do so, we defined in the VPU model a collection of internal registers named: data Registers. -Flag Register: As any standard processor, we introduce in the VPU model a special flag register, where each bit indicates the VPU state after any instruction. In our model, this register is arbitrarily defined by an array of 16 bits, but it can be extended to largest size according to the usefulness of the additional instructions. In the case of a SIMD structure, for any fine grained parallel algorithm, the data of the problem must be stored in internal registers of the VPUs. While in the SPMD or MPMD structure, the VPUs need to store data in a virtual local memory VRAM. When the amount of data is very large and exceeds the physical storage capacity of the local real machine. Our model provides the ability to use a global virtual memory shared by all the VPUs of the virtual parallel machine. The design and organization of this virtual shared Memory is described in section 3.B. Any VPU can communicate with other local or remote VPU of the grid using its logical ports. The communication cost between VPUs, depends on the chosen virtual machine topology. It is therefore crucial to choose, for each kind of parallel program, the adequate topology that optimizes the algorithm complexity.
In this work, all the machine components models are based on mobile agents. As shown in Figure 5 , the VPU model is structured to give opportunity to other developers, using this framework, to customize their own implementations; In fact, we have defined an abstract implementation for the VPU. It is represented by AbstractVPU class. Thus, we associate to the VPU, a list of data registers, a list of 
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identifier registers and a list of flag registers. Each register is defined by its name and its content. To manage communications between agents of the platform, we assign to each VPU a cyclic behavior named CyclicBehaviour. In order to offer to a VPU the ability to identify its neighbors in the chosen topology, we associated it to a list of agent identifiers AID. To select one ACL message that the VPU must carry out, a message template MessageTemplate is defined using a specific ontology for VPU agents. At run time, each active VPU is asked to load its data items and parallel tasks to execute. To do so, the VPU is associated to a list of parallel tasks ParallelTask, where each task is executed as a new thread. The elementary data of the VPU are represented by extended class objects AbstractData. Therefore, the programmers can implement their own data structures according to the problem to solve. In this kernel, we have also included an abstract implementation of VPU which is adapted to 2D Mesh architecture, in which we need to save the rows and columns indices of the 2D grid. In order to allow the programmer to extend the operations set of the VPU, it may define a new extended class of the defined abstract implementations in the core of this Framework. This is the case of MyVPUImpl class, where we have implemented two new operations representing the parallel tasks to be executed by all the VPUs of our parallel virtual machine. Also, we associated to the VPU a graphical interface where we can display its current activities states. The listing 1 represents a simple example where we show an implementation of a VPU which extends PEmesh2D and in which an image processing procedure sample is implemented. Il is the parallel task named paralleleSobel which consists in applying SOBEL operator on an elementary image for contour detection. This problem consists of splitting a large image into tiny image fragments. Then distribute the obtained list of image items, to all the VPUs of our parallel virtual machine. Thereafter, all VPUs execute, at the same time, the Sobel operator using their elementary images. Then each VPU returns the elementary result image to the host. This latter will perform the assembly operation of the global image. 
Parallel Virtual Machine Model
The UML class diagram of Figure 7 , shows the main components of the proposed parallel virtual machine. We define an abstraction layer that represents the core of the virtual machine, and then we let the user define its own implementation. In order to represent the host of the parallel virtual machine, we introduce the component VPUManager as an extended one of the abstract class AbstractParallelVirtualMachineAgent.
This abstract class translates the polymorphism behavior of our model. It allows several implementations according to the topologies of the virtual machine (Mesh2D, mesh3D, Pyramid, Hypercube etc.). In this paper, we focus on the simplest 2D Mesh topology implementation. It is represented by a class named: Mesh2DVirtualMachine. The VPU Manager must identify all the distributed VPUs agents and the Virtual Shared Memory through their local stubs VPUStub and VirtualMemoryStub respectively. If the shared memory mechanism is not enabled, then the data of the global application are stored in a data list of type AbstractData. To establish a parallel program in this platform, we must create an extended class of AbstractParallelProgram, then override deploy() and run() methods that are executed by the parallel virtual machine when we deploy and execute the parallel program respectively. To stand up our virtual machine, two principal phases are necessary:
A. Deployment and building phase
The deploy() method of any implemented parallel program is the first executed by the parallel virtual machine. In this method, the programmer must decide and select the topology to be associated to the parallel program. Also it must specify the implementation of VPU to be used. These actions can be performed using the createVirtualGrid() statement that triggers a set of operations to build the parallel virtual machine, these operations are:
1. Create and start a new agent controller, 2. Deploy the virtual host manager agent, representing the selected parallel virtual machine topology. In the proposed example, we use Mesh2DVirtualMachine. This virtual host manager agent handles the control of the life cycle of the parallel Virtual machine. 3. Get the node list of the system using the behavior
GetAvailableLocationsBehaviour. This latter uses the yellow pages service of the multi-agent system. 4. Retrieve the identifier AID from the naming service, for the VirtualMemoryAgent (VMA) if this option is activated in the platform. 5. Launch a cyclic behavior where the communication strategy with all other agents (VPUs and VMA), is implemented. The execution of the ACL messages, by the virtual host, requires a Message Template (MT) where a specific ontology of the framework is defined. 6. Perform a diagnostic test to evaluate the performance index of each node.
This step is necessary to get the initial parameters for the load balancing procedure. 7. Deploy and distribute the VPUs in all nodes taking into account the result of the load balancing program. At this stage, the parallel virtual machine is built and ready to launch the program execution. 8. Display the results on the Graphical User Interface of the built machine. In the deploy() method, it is possible to use the addInitParameter statement to specify the parameters and configure the execution of the deployed parallel application.
B. Execution phase
In the implementation MyParallelProgramImpl, described in the UML class diagram of figure 7, the override method run() contains the parallel program code to be executed in the parallel virtual machine. The code in Listing 2, shows an example of a parallel program that creates, at the deployment phase, a 2D Mesh grid using an interactive interface in the GUI to define the size of the 2D mesh (row and column numbers). The run() method is established to contain the program code example to realize the following tasks:
1. Split a given input image into a list of elementary images using the ImageSpliStream statement that was defined in Mesh2DVirtualMachine implementation.
2. Define and select the parallel task. In this case the parallelSobel task is assigned to be performed by all the created VPUs.
3. Distribute the list of image items to all the deployed VPUs. This operation uses broadCastStreamData statement.
4. Launch all the VPUs to execute the parallelSobel task. This task is carried out by the operation executeParallelTask which is implemented in the AbstractParallelVirtualMachine class. Once all the VPUs have returned their elementary results, the executeParallelTask operation returns a result as a list of data items.
The viewImage statement is used to show the global resulting image in the GUI.
The end() statement is used to ask the host manager to destroy all the components of the created parallel virtual machine. 
Listing 2. Example of a parallel program implementation
Load Balancing System
In this section, we deal with some essential properties of the proposed load balancing procedure. This latter is performed by the VHA which is deployed in the host node N0. This agent should deploy, in the n nodes of the grid, a set of m virtual processing units (VPUs). Each VPU will be charged to execute a task Tk on a data structure Dk. Before performing this task, the VHA agent should determine the performance index of each node of the system. To do so, this agent starts by identifying the list of the n agents NPCA, from the naming service of the system, to launch the diagnostic performance test. Each agent NPCA is asked to perform an arbitrary reference task T0, of a known complexity C0(x), on a known reference data structure D0 of size x0 (for example, a matrix of 30 x 30 numbers of type double). In this test, it is important to choose the kind of the task in which communication latency will be very small and negligible compared to the computation duration. Also, the computation time of this test program should be very short to achieve a quick load balancing convergence of the system. The node performance index determination is realized by the following steps:
-Step 1: Diagnostic test of the local node N0:
The reference task T0, is firstly executed in the local node N0, where the agent VHA is deployed alone, without using a distributed agents. This step allows us to know the processing duration θREF = θP0(T0) of the reference task T0 in the local node N0. Since the same task must be executed by all the distributed agents NPCA deployed in local or remote nodes, we can measure the communication cost between the distributed agents including those deployed in the local node N0.
-
Step 2: Diagnostic test of the node Ni:
After the first step, the reference data D0 is sent at time t0 to all the distributed agents NPCA over the nodes Ni. Upon receipt of these data, each agent NPCA executes the reference task T0 and returns, to the VHA, its resulted data R0 in the node Ni. The data structure R0, of size y0, includes the processing duration θPi elapsed during the execution of this task in Ni. Upon receipt of the result returned by each node Ni, at time t1(i), the VHA agent can determine the total duration (θi= t1(i) -t0), necessary to perform the task T0 in each node Ni. Notice that the duration θi includes the processing duration and the communication latency between Ni and N0. The communication Latency of each node Ni, can be easily reported as:
θLi=θi-θPi -Step 3: Determination of the performance index of the node Ni
The performance index of each node Ni can be calculated as:
The performance index Pi can also be measured using the minimum of the execution durations in all nodes as: MIN(θj)(j=0 to n-1), instead of θREF, So, Pi becomes Qi where;
Notice that: The first coefficient Pi measures the ratio between the local node N0 , without using any distributed agent, and node Ni through a distributed agent. While Qi measures the performance ratio, taking into account the communication latency between Ni and the fastest node.
-Step 4: Load determination
The load Li of data Dk to be assigned to each node Ni can be calculated by dividing the performance factor Qi, by the average of performance factors in all nodes and multiplying by the unweighted load LREF. This later is obtained by dividing the number m of data, to be processed, by the number n of nodes. So,
Step 5: Rebalancing procedure
At the first iteration, each node Ni must start its task by determining the amount of data LREF(i). This reference load distribution is determined, at the deployment time of the parallel program, in order to initialize the load balancing system. The goal is to achieve a perfect load balancing system, where the duration, required to perform the list of tasks assigned to each node, θDi should be independent on the node Ni. This means that, all the nodes should finish the execution of their jobs at the same time.
As mentioned above, the load balancing procedure is managed by the VHA which represents the Host of the parallel virtual machine. The VHA performs a load balancing algorithm to assign, efficiently, loads to different nodes of the distributed system. Subsequently, at runtime, the VPUs can migrate from one node to another in order to move loads from overloaded to under loaded nodes. The undertaken procedure for this task is based on deploying distributed agents in all the nodes. Hence, at each iteration, new parameters must be calculated in order to keep the system in a balanced state. Thus, we have proposed an algorithm which determines the required migrations to carry out loads from overloaded to under-loaded nodes. To do so, we engaged mobile agents that represents virtual processing unit of the parallel machine. Also, this model allows us to estimate, for any given task, the processing costs in the sequential and distributed modes. This feature can be used to adapt easily the most appropriate architecture to any parallel task In an iterative distributed computing program, we should check, at each iteration t, whether unbalanced loads appear in the distributed system. If yes, the VHA, must activate the deployed VPUs agents, in the overloaded nodes, to migrate to under loaded ones.
To clarify this procedure, we consider the following situation at iteration t :  m: Represents the number of VPUs of the parallel virtual machine.  Li(t): Represents the load assigned to the node Ni during iteration t. Also, it corresponds to the number of VPUs deployed in this node Ni.  ϴDi(t): Represents the processing duration of the load Li(t), by the node Ni, during iteration t.
To rebalance loads, we will proceed by the following steps: a) Calculate the performance index Qi of each node Ni during iteration t-1.
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b) Calculate the new loads, for iteration t, as a function of the performance index Qi (t-1) at t-1 of the node i, the average of the performance factor of all nodes, the loads number m and the nodes number n.
c) Determine load error between iterations t and t-1, to distinguish the overloaded and under loaded nodes. We denote this error term ΔLi. 
e) Determine the required migration of the VPUs from the overloaded to the under-loaded nodes in order to keep the parallel virtual machine in a balanced state.
Application: Parallel C-MEAN Classification Algorithm
To assess the proposed virtual machine, we define the problem as follows: Given a stream of m=500 images, each of size (row, column) = (640, 480) pixels. We perform an application algorithm that consists of a parallel program for medical image segmentation.The results presented in this section are obtained using a distributed system with 10 physical nodes (n= 10). The node N0 is the host from which the application is launched. In this experience, the list of m images is distributed, using the load balancing algorithm, to m agents of the parallel virtual machine. Each agent is asked to perform the classification algorithm using its assigned MRI image. In this application, we show how to create a parallel application as an SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) program. Image segmentation [23, 24, 25] is a splitting process of images into a set of regions, classes or homogeneous sub-sets according to some criteria. Usually, grey levels, texture or shapes constitute the well-used segmenting criteria. Their choice is frequently based on the kind of images and the goals to reach. This program consists of the following steps:
1. The host initializes the load balancing system 2. The host loads a set of m images from the streaming data. 3. The host distributes the list of m images to the VPUs of the parallel virtual machine 4. The host broadcasts the current class centers over this parallel virtual machine.
5. All the VPUs, run C-MEAN classification algorithm and return results 6. The host binds a list of the received results. 7. The host repeats the steps (1 to 7) if a new set of m images appears in the stream.
Results
After performing the presented parallel program, we obtain the following results:
The image of figure 8a) corresponds to an example of human brain cut of the list of images to be performed, it is the original input image of the program. The reference diagnostic test, for evaluating the performance of the nodes of the distributed system, has been carried out by performing in a node N0 a reference task T0 having a known complexity C0 (x), and a known reference data D0. In the table I, we show the results obtained for at the first iteration of the classification. This table shows, for each node, the performance index the performance index QREF(i) obtained by equation (2), the load distribution obtained by equation (3) and the duration, ƟD(i), required to perform the set of tasks assigned to each node. From these results, we can notify that the required time to achieve the segmentation of 500 images in this parallel virtual machine is the maximum of the durations ƟD(i) obtained in all nodes. In figure 9 , we have: ƟDMAX=19806 ms. This value means that the node 1 is the most overloaded node. The fastest node, in this case, is the node 4 with a value of ƟDMIN= 15821 ms. The unbalanced load magnitude is computed as: ƟDMAX-ƟDMIN= 3985 ms = 3.98 s. We notice that, at the first iteration, the first distribution of loads using LREF leads our parallel virtual machine to a satisfactory load balancing state. This state is more improved by performing the second iteration of the load balancing algorithm as shown in figure 10 .
To compare with the sequential mode, the same algorithm has been executed in a single processor machine to perform the same stream of images. The obtained duration is ƟS= 144500 ms. The performance ratio, between sequential mode and distributed one is evaluated as: λ = ƟS /ƟDMAX = 7,37. Then, the performance ratio of this virtual machine of n=10 nodes is : Ω= λ /n = 73.7 %. This result proves that our virtual machine provides very good performance ratio, at the first iteration. This ratio will be more improved in the next iterations thanks to the load balancing algorithm. We should apply the refinement load balancing algorithm which determines the required migrations of the VPUs, from the overloaded nodes to under-loaded ones, to keep the system in perfect load balancing state. The obtained results by this refinement procedure are presented in the following two tables II and III. Table II shows, for each node, the values of Li(t-1), θDi (t-1), Qi(t), Li(t), ΔLi(t), STATE obtained respectively by the equations 4, 5, 6 and 7. The values : AN_θDi (t) and EXP_θDi (t) represent the analytical and the experimental θDi respectively, obtained for the iteration t=1. In table III, we notice that to improve the load balancing system, 5 VPUs migrate from the node 0 to the node 4 and 1 VPU migrates from the note 5 towards the node 4. After this migration process, we obtained the following results:
 ƟDMAX (t) = 17412 ms . The saving time according the previous iteration is ΔƟD= ƟDMAX (t-1) -ƟDMAX (t) = 2394 ms . So, the relative improvement ratio is about 12%.  λ (t)= ƟS /ƟDMAX (t) = 8.29 . So, the improvement is about 11%.  Ω(t)= λ(t) /n = 82.9 % . So, the improvement is about 9.2%. In figure 10 , we notice that, thanks to the VPUs mobility, the parallel virtual machine is in a perfect load balancing state at the iteration t comparing to the iteration t-1. This distribution is illustrated in figure =11 .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a massively parallel virtual machine model, which is designed for parallel and distributed high performance computing. This model is built using mobile agents to model the virtual processing units that correspond to the main components of any parallel machine. This computational model is characterized by a special agent designed to represent the host of the parallel virtual machine. This agent manages the life cycle and other features of the virtual processors. The efficiency of the proposed model is improved by an associated fast load balancing algorithm. In this model the virtual processors can also use a virtual shared memory represented by the hierarchical mobile agents. However, if the cost of communication latency, caused by the network communication between nodes, is unknown, it remains to see whether the impact of asynchronous communication with agents, using ACL messages, do not alter this latency. An example of parallel algorithm for medical imaging that was performed on the proposed machine is also presented. The efficiency of the proposed model was discussed taking into account the size of the model in terms of node numbers. We show also the impact of the proposed load balancing procedure to enhance the acceleration ratio between serial and parallel models. 
